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Leverage your data in innovative ways.

There’s a DB2 UDB server right for you
DB2 UDB Edition

Installable on

Description

DB2 UDB Express Edition

Up to 2 CPU system

Full function database server designed to be embedded as a
transparent part of a business solution

DB2 UDB Workgroup Edition

Up to 4 CPU system

Full function database server designed for deployment in small Server
or departmental solutions with a per user licensing model

DB2 UDB Workgroup Edition

Up to 4 CPU system

Full function database server database in small or Server Unlimited
departmental solutions with a per CPU licensing model

DB2 UDB Enterprise
Server Edition

Any size system or
cluster of systems

Enterprise class database server with full scale-up or scale-out
capability. Also offers connectivity and integration of other enterprise
DB2 and Informix® databases.
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Developer productivity with the tools
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have earned DB2 UDB V8.1 membership in the Microsoft Gold Certified
Partner Program for Software Products.
This Microsoft program identifies
companies that
have proven their
commitment
and expertise
in developing software applications
based on Microsoft technologies.
IBM DB2 and Microsoft interact at both
the technical and marketing levels to
achieve maximum integration of our
products.
For more information
Please contact your IBM marketing representative, an IBM Business Partner

DB2 UDB development tooling seamlessly integrates with Visual Studio .NET

or call 1-800 IBM CALL within the US.
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IBM DB2 UDB is a member of the
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET Integration
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